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QUALITY, PRODUCTIVITY, ENERGY

EFFICIENCY AND ECO-FRIENDLINESS 

Corrosion resistance, durability plus high aesthetic
attraction – stainless steel ideally combines all of
these properties. Therefore, stainless steel is suit-
able for a whole range of applications and its impor-
tance is constantly growing. Even though – or
because – stainless steel, in finished state, is an
uncomplicated material, it takes cutting-edge high-
tech processes to produce and process it.

Responding to an order from ThyssenKrupp Acciai
Speciali Terni S.p.A. in Terni, Italy, SMS Siemag built
and successfully commissioned a hot-strip annealing
and pickling line in a mere 18 months. 

The new line (LAC 10) is designed to process
650,000 tpy of austenitic strips and 50,000 tpy of 
ferritic strips. To prepare the material for the cold
rolling process, the line anneals the stainless-steel
strips of the AISI 200, 300 and 400 series, and
descales them in three stages by means of a scale
breaker, a shotblast machine and a pickling line. The
line is able to process strips in widths between 600
and 1,570 mm and thicknesses of 1.5 to 7.2 mm.
Coils may weigh up to 30 t.
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ENTRY SECTION

To reduce coil changing times, the entry section is
equipped with two payoff reel groups, each compris-
ing a coil car, a flattener and a crop shear. A MIG
welder (Metal-Inert-Gas) joins the ingoing strips to an
endless strip. 

For shorter welding times, the machine is fitted with
two welding heads. Provided at the end of the entry
section is a horizontal strip accumulator with a four-
fold looper car which features a steering roll for opti-
mal strip guidance and a travel stroke of 105 m.

ENTRY SECTION

Horizontal strip accumulator with four-
fold looper car in entry section. 

Pre-leveller in entry section. 

MIG welder with two welding heads. 
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Entry section with two
payoff reel groups.



FURNACE AND COOLING SYSTEMFURNACE AND COOLING SYSTEM

First, the hot strip is annealed for its microstructure
to recrystallize. The horizontal-type Drever continu-
ous furnace ensures optimal energy utilization and
eco-friendliness. The ingoing strip is heated in a radi-
ation zone utilizing the waste gases of the three
downstream heating furnaces. In total, there are
seven heating zones with 108 natural-gas burners
featuring minimum nitrogen-oxide emission thanks to
effective pollution control equipment. In the heating
zone, the strip is heated to the annealing tempera-
ture which is preset by the process model and
ranges between 820 and 1,150 °C depending on the
steel grade and the strip cross-section. For greater
thermal efficiency, the combustion air is preheated in
a recuperator. 

Its maximum capacity of 134 t/h makes the furnace
one of the most powerful facilities of this type world-
wide. The five downstream cooling zones re-cool the
strip exclusively with water.

The furnace rollers are of low-maintenance “car-
rousel” design. Each roller stand is fitted with one
top and one bottom roller; only the top roller is in
direct contact with the strip. For roller changing, the
roller stand is turned through 180°. Changing takes
no more than 15 minutes and can be done while 
production continues.
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At total of 108 natural-gas burners heat the
strip in seven heating zones.

The furnace rollers are of low-maintenance
"carrousel design".

With its maximum capacity of 134 t/h, the furnace is one of
the world's most powerful units in this sector.

Strip entering the Drever horizon-
tal free loop furnace.



DESCALING
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DESCALING

Compared with strip of carbon steel, stainless-steel
strip is much more difficult to descale. On the one
hand, that’s because stainless steel features greater
resistance against acid and the scale layer adheres
more firmly to the base material; in other words, it is
more difficult to dissolve or to be chemically modi-
fied. In addition, the scale layer contains not only iron
oxides, but also oxides of the alloying elements such
as, for example, chromium. Moreover, stainless steel
is more expensive so that overpickling should prefer-
ably be prevented. For all of these reasons, the stain-
less-steel strip is first descaled mechanically before it
is completely freed from scale in a two-part pickling
section.

MECHANICAL DESCALING

In a first step, the scale breaker breaks up the scale
and levels the often unflat and cambered strip. The
scale breaker may be operated optionally with one 
or two bending cassettes and one set of correcting
rolls. Breaking up the scale layer and improving the
strip flatness significantly increases the effect of the
downstream shot-blaster. It consists of four shot-
blasting cabins, each with four shot-blasting wheels.
The scale is removed by shot-blasting the strip sur-
face with small metal spheres. In this way, up to 
50 % of the scale can be removed. To account for
different strip widths, process speeds and, especial-
ly, different degrees of surface roughness, the shot-
blasting wheels are driven by variable-speed motors.
In a filter system, which meets all legal environment
protection standards, the shot-blasting medium is
freed from chromium- and nickel-containing scale
dust, and is then returned to the process.

The scale breaker breaks the
scale open and levels the strip.

In the shot-blaster, scale is removed
by means by small metal spheres.
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ENTRY SECTION
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FURNACE AND COOLING SYSTEM
from Drever
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SHOTBLASTER

PICKLING 
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EXIT SECTION

 SECTION
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Less acid means lower energy consumption for heat-
ing. Arranged downstream thereof are two interme-
diate rinsing tanks with brushing machines. The strip
then runs into a second spray pickling section which
uses a special pickling medium to meet stringent
environment protection standards. Inside the two
pickling sections, the strip is exposed to the acid 
for about 90 seconds during which time all the scale
is removed. A four-stage rinsing section with brush
rolls and a strip drying section clean the strip from
acid residues, and dry it. 

PICKLING SECTION

Next in line is the about 150-m-long two-part pickling
section through which the strip runs at a processing
speed of 80 m/min. In the front part, SMS Siemag’s
turbulence pickling process ensures high pickling 
efficiency and low operating costs. The flat strip is
guided through flat pickling channels incorporating
spraying headers to spray acid at high pressure 
onto the strip. Thus, a turbulent flow is generated
enabling a high acid exchange so that the complete
strip surface is wetted at minimized acid consump-
tion. 

The around 150-m-long
two-part pickling section.

Circulation system of
the pickling line.

The turbulence pickling process combines
high pickling capacity and low operating cost.

Turbulence pickling line
with open tank lid.



EXIT SECTION
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EXIT SECTION

Coil changing times at the tension reel are bridged 
by means of a horizontal accumulator which stores
the strip in four layers and incorporates a looper car
with a travel stroke of 80 m. Looper trolleys travel
synchronously with the strip speed and support 
the strip, thereby protecting the strip surface from
scratches. The quality of the strip surface is immedi-
ately checked in the inspection station. 

A cross-cut shear then divides the endless strip and
removes the welds, and can also be used for cutting
strip samples. On this, the cut-to-length strips are
advanced to the tension reel where the head of 
each strip is clamped in the clamping slot. Coils are
formed by turning the reel mandrel. 

Horizontal accumulator with four strip layers and
a looper car travel stroke of up to 80 meters.

The cross-cut shear divides the welded strip and removes the
weld seam; samples may also be cut out of the strip.

Finished coil.

SMS SIEMAG

On the tension reel the finished
strip is wound to form a coil.
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Shipment of a finished coil.

Exit-end control pulpit with
integrated strip inspection.



TECHNICAL DATATECHNICAL DATA

STRIP SPEED

Entry section max. 120 m/min

Process section max. 80 m/min

Exit section max. 120 m/min

ENTRY SECTION

Number of coil deposits 3 loading stations

1 cradle roll station

Payoff reel from above

COIL DIMENSIONS

Outer diameter max. 2,300 mm

Inside diameter (entry) 610/762 mm

Inside diameter (exit) 610 mm

Maximum weight 30,000 kg

STRIP DIMENSIONS

Strip thickness 1.5 - 6.5 mm + 10% excess thickness

Strip width 600 - 1,570 mm

Maximum strip cross-section 10,205 mm2

MATERIAL

Steel grades Special steel AISI 200, 300, 400, hot-rolled

Surface quality No. 1 finish

ANNUAL CAPACITY

Austenitic strips 650,000 t

Ferritic strips 50,000 t

EXIT SECTION

Number of coil deposits 3

Tension reel from below

Automatic coil banding machine

Scale

1 2
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Thanks to its high-tech equipment, the hot-strip annealing and pickling
line at ThyssenKrupp Acciai Speciali Terni is perfectly suited for the 
production of austenitic and ferritic steel strips of top quality.

FURNACE

Furnace capacity max. 134 t/h

Furnace temperature max. 1,200 °C

Furnace TV value 180 m/min mm

DESCALING

STRETCH LEVELLER (scale breaker)
Stretching max. 6%
Output tension max. 600 kN

SHOTBLASTER
Number of shot-blasting wheels 16
Quantity of blasting material per wheel 1,200 kg/min

PICKLING
Pickling tank length 132 m
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SMS SIEMAG AG

Strip Processing Lines Division

Walder Strasse 53
40724 Hilden, Germany

Phone: +49 211 881-5100
Telefax: +49 211 881-4212

E-mail: strip.processing@sms-siemag.com
Internet: www.sms-siemag.com

MEETING your EXPECTATIONS

“The information provided in this brochure contains a general description of the performance characteristics of the products concerned. The actual products may not always have these
characteristics as described and, in particular, these may change as a result of further developments of the products. The provision of this information is not intended to have and will
not have legal effect. An obligation to deliver products having particular characteristics shall only exist if expressly agreed in the terms of the contract.”


